2 Player Intro Starter
In this PDF, you will find an optimized version of the 2 Player Introductory Starter Set. It
contains:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

60 Card Gandalf Starter Deck
2 Page Gandalf Playmat
60 Card Saruman Starter Deck
2 Page Saruman Play Deck
2 Page Player Map
Initial Adventure Guide
o This will walk you through a sample game to learn the basics of the Middle Earth
Collectible Card Game
Quick-Start Basic Rules

In addition to the materials in this PDF, you will need:
•
•
•

2 Six-Sided Dice
Markers to track each Company’s movement on the Player Map
Markers to track Marshalling Points

It is recommended that you follow these guidelines for printing:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Print on US Letter (8.5 x 11) Paper
Print with NO SCALING
Margins are 0.25 inches on all sides
Print at highest quality possible
Cut the cards out and slide into standard card sleeves in front of regular cards from any
game.
Trim and Tape together the Playmats and Player Map pages

Initial Adventure Guide
Later, you may want to read the full Starter Rules in Middle-earth: The Wizards: The Complete
Rules and play a game using all of the Starter Rules for Middle-earth: The Wizards (METW).
The Complete Rules also contain the METW Standard Rules, but you should not read those until
after you have mastered the Starter Rules.
The Components
This starter set contains:












A 60-card ready-to-play “Gandalf” deck
A 60-card ready-to-play “Saruman” deck
Two “burning eye” six-sided dice
Two “Hobbit” company markers
Two marshalling point markers
A full-color Middle-earth play map
Two full-color player sheets
An Initial Adventure Guide booklet
An Abbreviated Starter Rules booklet
A Complete Rules booklet

How to Learn to Play
To get a general idea of how to play, you should:
1) Play though the sample game described in this booklet: the Initial Adventure Guide
a. Note: the sample game describes exactly what you and your opponent should do
with the cards to make the adventure unfold. The rules of the game are described
along the way, but do not be concerned with understanding their exact nature.
Simply following the instructions about what you should be doing with the cards
will demonstrate the basic feel of the rules. When you later read the Abbreviated
Starter Rules and play the sample game for a second time, you can concern
yourself directly with the letter of the rules.
2) Then, read through the Abbreviated Starter Rules booklet. The guidelines in that booklet
cover everything that happens in the sample game.
a. Note: If you are an experienced gamer or if you have played collectible card
games before, you may want to start with step 2 and ten just shuffle the two decks
and start to play.
3) Place the sample decks back into their original order. Then, play through the sample
game a second time. The Gandalf cards are ordered face-down from G01 (the top card).

The Saruman cards are ordered face-down from S01 (the top card) to S60 (the bottom
card).
4) Shuffle the sample decks and play a real game, rolling the dice when needed. Refer to the
Abbreviated Starter Rules as needed during play.

Introduction
The Valar have sent you and your fellow Maiar to Middle-earth to unite and counsel the
Free Peoples in their struggles against Sauron, the Dark Lord. However, you are forbidden to
dominate the peoples of Middle-earth or to match the power of Sauron with power. The peoples
of Middle-earth refer to you as “Wizards,” and individually you are called: Saruman, Gandalf,
Radagast, Alatar, and Pallando.
In this adventure, you and your opponent play Saruman and Gandalf. Each of you have
the same goal: you must marshal the forces of the Free Peoples so that Sauron can be resisted
until the One Ring is destroyed. Since you do not agree on how best to accomplish this goal, you
must compete with your fellow Wizard for the minds, bodies, and souls of the Free Peoples.
Victory in a Middle-earth: The Wizards game means that the winner will be the primary
advisor to the Free Peoples in their struggles against the Dark Lord.
The rest of this guide presents a sample game that you and your opponent can play
through. This will help you learn to play by describing each step that takes place in a game of
Middle-earth: The Wizards.

Getting Ready to Play:
During play you can refer to the color key for the cards in the center of this booklet. For
easier reference, you can remove the color key before you begin play.
The two decks of cards must be ordered so that the cards will appear in the same
sequence as they do in the sample game. If this is the first time you have used this Starter Set, the
two decks should be in the proper order. Otherwise, you must reorder the cards for the Gandalf
deck from ‘G1’ (the top card, face down). Similarly, reorder the Saruman deck from ‘S1’ to
‘S60’. These ‘G#’ and ‘S#’ labels appear on the cards in red on the left hand side in the center.
You and your opponent must first decide who will be Saruman and who will be Gandalf.
If you cannot agree, each player rolls the dice. The player with the highest result is Saruman and
the other player is Gandalf.
Place the play map in the center of the space between you and your opponent.
Note: In this sample adventure you do not actually roll the dice. The dice roll results are
predetermined so that the same things happen each time someone goes through the adventure.

Note: During this sample game ignore Elladan’s “+1 prowess against Orcs.” And Gimli’s “+2
prowess against Orcs.”
Note: Normally when you get back from a tapped site, you discard that site. But for the practice
game you are using a map sheet.

Saruman Setup
You are Saruman the White, greatest of the order of Wizards. Your most faithful
adherents are gathered together in Rivendell awaiting your instructions and advice. This
company consists of:





Gimli – Dwarf of Durin’s line, son of Gloin
Legolas – Sindarin Elf, son of Thranduil
Elladan – Half-elf, son of Elrond
Pippin – Peregrin Took, Hobbit of the Shire

You have not yet joined the company. You are currently working behind the scenes to
advance the cause of the Free Peoples. However, the time may soon come when you will travel
with this company across Middle-earth.
First, place the Saruman play sheet between you and the play map. This play sheet will help
you organize and keep track of your cards.
Take the deck that has Gimli as its top face down card and Ford as its bottom face down card
– this is your play deck. Do not shuffle this deck. Place the deck face down on your play sheet
in the Play Deck space. During the game, you draw cards from the top of your play deck and
place them in your hand.
As Saruman, you start the game with certain individual Fee Peoples that follow your advice
and counsel. These are your starting characters. Turn over the top six cards from your play deck.
Place the Gimli, Legolas, Elladan, and Pippin cards on your play sheet in the spaces marked
Character #1, #2, #3, and #4. Legolas starts with a weapon, so place the Dagger of Westernesse
card (an item) below Legolas’ card. Similarly, place the Elven Cloak card below Pippin.
Your Wizard card that represents Saruman does not start in play. You, Saruman, are initially
working in secret to control and influence your growing resources. Later, during play, you will
be able to reveal yourself and play your Wizard card.
During play, all of the characters you influence will move and operate as a group called your
company. Your characters start play in Rivendell. So, place the white Hobbit marker on the
Rivendell space on the play map. This marker represents the location of your company.

Because characters are one of the most important resources for the Free Peoples, most
characters are worth marshalling points towards winning the game. Marshalling points: 2 for
Gimli, 2 for Legolas, and 1 each for Elladan and Pippin. To keep track of these marshalling
points, place a white marker on the ‘6’ space on your marshalling point track.
Finally, you draw a hand of eight cards from the top of your play deck. You are ready to
begin play.
Saruman’s Starting Hand: Hauberk of bright Mail, Block, Risky Blow, Wargs, Wolves, Wargs,
Ghosts, Arouse Minions

Gandalf Setup
You are Gandalf the Grey, the wisest of the order of Wizards. Your most loyal associates are
gathered together in Rivendell awaiting your advice and council. This company consists of:





Aragorn II – Dunadan of the North, Isildur’s heir
Boromir II – Dunadan of Gondor, heir of the Steward
Kili – Dwarf of Durin’s line, son of Dis
Merry – Meriadoc Brandybuck, Hobbit of the Shire

You have not yet joined the company. You are currently working behind the ccenes to
advance the cause of the Free Peoples. However, the time may soon come when you will lead
this company across Middle-earth.
First, place the Gandalf play sheet between you and the play map. Take the remaining deck
and place it on your play sheet in the Play Deck space.
Turn over the top six cards from your play deck. Place the Aragorn II, Bormir II, Kili, and
Merry cards on your play sheet in the spaces marked Character #1, #2, #3, and #4. Boromir starts
with a shield, so place the Shield of Iron-bound Ash card (an item) below Boromir’s card.
Similarly, place the Elven Cloak card below Merry.
Your Wizard card that represents Gandalf does not start play. You, Gandalf, are initially
working in secret to control and influence your growing resources. Later, during play, you will
be able to reveal yourself and play your Wizard card.
Place the grey Hobbit marker on the Rivendell space on the play map.
You start with six marshalling points: 3 for Aragorn and 1 each for Boromir, Elladan, and
Pippin. To keep track of these marshalling points, place a grey marker on the ‘6’ space on your
marshalling point track.
Finally, you draw a hand of eight cards from your play deck.

Gandalf’s Starting Hand: Dodge, Rangers of the North, Lucky Strike, Tempering Friendship
Concealment, “Bert” (Burt), Orc-raiders, Orc-guard.
Player Turns
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Untap Phase
Organization Phase
Movement/Hazard Phase
Site Phase
End-of-Turn Phase

Region and Site Types









Costal Sea
Free-domain, Free-hold
Border-lands, Border-hold
Havens
Ruins & Lairs
Wilderness
Shadow-land, Shadow-hold
Dark-domains, Dark-hold

Game Start:
Saruman Turn 1
Untap Phase: The first part of each of your turns is your Untap Phase. As your characters do
things during play some of them will become “tapped” or “wounded” During this phase each of
your characters may either untap or heal. However, this is your first turn, so none of your
characters are tapped or wounded.
Organization Phase: Your second phase is your Organization Phases. At this point, you may
reorganize your characters and bring new characters into play from your hand. You do nothing
because you don’t need to reorganize and you have no characters in your hand.
Movement: Next you have to decide what your company is going to do. Your goal is to acquire
marshalling points (MPs), so you need to examine the cards in your hand to see what you have
available. The only marshalling points in your hand are for your Hauberk of Bright Mail (2 MPs).
This is a major item so you need to travel to a site where major items are playable (look at the
play map). The only site adjacent to Rivendell that says that major items are playable is the
Barrow-downs. So, your company travels to the Barrow-downs – move our marker from
Rivendell to the Barrow-downs.

Whenever you move, both you and your opponent draw cards. You are the moving player,
so you draw 1 card as indicated in the light box in the lower-left corner of the Barrow-downs site.
Your opponent draws 2 cards as indicated in the dark box in the lower-left corner on the Barrowdowns site. You draw Dunlendings. Your opponent draws Orc-warriors and Arouse Minions.
To get to the Barrow-downs your company moved through two wilderness regions as
indicated on the play map. Your company’s new site, the Barrow-downs, is a ruins & lairs site as
indicated in the upper-left corner of the site on the play map. Thus, our company has a site path
of two wildernesses and a site type of ruins & lairs.
Your opponent may now play hazards (the dark grey cards) on your company, but he may
only play creatures that your company would encounter on your travel route or at your new site.
Such a creature must have a symbol that matches a symbol in your company’s site path or the
site type of your company’s new site. Such creatures are said to be keyed to one of the symbols.
Your opponent has three creatures he can play: Bert (keyed to wilderness), Orc-raiders (keyed to
wilderness or r & l), and Orc-warriors (keyed to wilderness or r & l).
“Bert” Attacks: Your opponent plays “Bert” – he attacks your company. “Bert” has a prowess
of 12 (lower-left corner) and 1 strike (1st line of card text). Since all of your characters are
untapped, you choose a character to face “Bert”’s strike. Legolas steps forward to fight – he taps
and gives his full attention to the charging Troll. Because he taps, he will be less effective doing
other things for the rest of this turn.
Legolas has a prowess of 6: his normal prowess of 5 plus 1 for his Dagger of Westernesse.
He decides to use a Risky Blow to get an additional +3 prowess modification. You roll the dice
and get a result of 5. Legolas’ total is 14: a roll of 5 plus his prowess of 6 plus 3 for using a
Risky Blow. Since, 14 is greater than “Bert”’s prowess 12, Legolas has defeated “Bert” and
“Bert”’s card is placed in your out-of-play pile. Discard the Risky Blow card. You get 1
marshalling point as indicated in the upper-left corner of “Bert”’s card – move your marker to ‘7’
on your marshalling point track.
Orc-raiders Attack: Your opponent plays Orc-raiders: 4 strikes with 6 prowess. You have four
characters and there are four strikes, so each of your characters must face a strike from the Orcraiders. Gimli has a prowess of 5. Even if he rolled a 2, his resulting total of 7 would defeat the
strike against him. So, you decide that Gimli will not tap to face the strike – this modifies his
prowess by -3. You roll a 5 and Gimli defeats his strike; his total of 7 (5-3+5) is greater than the
Orc-raiders’ prowess of 6.
Legolas’ prowess is normally 6 (5 + 1 for the dagger); but, because he is tapped, his
prowess is modified by -1. You roll a 7 for Legolas, and his total of 12 (6-1+7) easily defeats his
strike.

Elladan has a prowess of 5 and decides to follow Gimli’s example and not tap. However,
you roll a 3 and Elladan’s total is only 5 (5-3+3). This is less than the Orc-raiders’ prowess of 6,
so Elladan is wounded. Your opponent gets to roll the dice to make a body check for Elladan’s
body of 8, Elladan will be eliminated. Luckily for you, your opponent rolls a 6 and Elladan is not
eliminated.
The Orc-raiders’ fourth strike is directed against your Hobbit, Pippin. Fortunately, Pippin
has an Elven Cloak that can be tapped to cancel a strike keyed to wilderness. Because the Orcraiders matched the wilderness in Pippin’s company’s site path, you tap the cloak to cancel the
strike against Pippin.
The Orc-raiders attack is over, and all of its strikes were not defeated because Elladan
was wounded and Pippin canceled one. So Orc-raiders is discarded and placed in your
opponent’s discard pile.
Other Hazards: Your opponent doesn’t play his Orc-warriors – he decides to save it to attack
you on your return trip to Rivendell. Your opponent would like to play his Arouse Minions, but
it only affects shadow-holds, and dark-holds and your company has moved to a ruins & lairs.
Return to a Hand of 8 Cards: At this point both you and your opponent must make sure you
each only have eight cards in your hand. You both do, so you neither draw nor discard cards.
The Undead Automatic-attack: Since your company is at a site with an automatic-attack, you
must face it. The Undead automatic-attack has 1 strike with a prowess of 8. You decide that
Gimli will face the strike. If Gimli taps to face the strike, he will not be able to play the Hauberk
of Bright Mail. However, if he does not tap, his prowess will only be 2 (5-3). After your
experience with Elladan, you don’t want to risk Gimli. So, you play the Block card from your
hand; place it in your discard pile. This means that Gimli does not tap and does not take the -3
modification. You roll a 6 and Gimli’s total of 11 (5+6) easily defeats the Undead.
Playing an Item: Gimli taps and you place your Hauberk of Bright Mail under his control.
Gimli’s body is increased from 8 to 9. You get 2 marshalling points as indicated in the upper-left
corner of the card. Move your marker on your marshalling point track from 7 to 9.
End-of-turn Phase: You only have 6 cards, so you draw Escape and Block. After he exercises
his option to discard a card, your opponent draws one card to return 8 cards. He discards Orcguard and draws Beregond. Your turn ends.

Gandalf Turn 1
Untap Phase: This is your first turn, so you have no characters to untap or heal.
Organization Phase: You have a character, Beregond, in your hand and you would like to bring
him into play. Each character you have in play requires your Wizard to use influence points

equal to the character’s mind attribute. Your characters in play require 20 influence points to
control: Aragorn (9 mind), Boromir (4 mind), Kili (3 mind), and Merry (4 mind). As a Wizard
you have 20 points of general influence with which to directly control your characters – your
characters in play currently use all of your general influence.
However, each of your characters has direct influence which can be used to control
characters and free up some of your general influence. Aragorn has 3 points of direct influence,
so he takes control of Kili. Kili is now Aragorn’s follower and no longer requires general
influence – place Kili’s card under Aragorn’s card. Kili still Functions as a normal character, he
just follows Aragorn’s orders while Aragorn follows your orders.
You now are only using 17 of your general influence points, you have 3 unused general
influence points. Beregond has a mind of 2, so he only requires 2 points of influence to control.
You play Beregond with your company in Rivendell.
Movement: You have to decide what your company is going to do. Your goal is to acquire
marshalling points (MPs), so you need to examine the cards in your hand to see what you have.
The only marshalling points in your hand are for your Rangers of the North (3 MPs). This is a
faction so you need to travel to the site where the Rangers of the North are playable. It says on
the Rangers of the North card that the faction is playable at Bree. Luckily, Bree is adjacent to
Rivendell, so you move your company marker to Bree.
You are the moving player, so you draw 1 card as indicated in the light box in the lowerleft corner of the Bree site. Your opponent also draws 1 card as indicated in the dark box in the
lower-left corner on the Bree site. You draw Brigands; your opponent draws Dark Quarrels.
To get to the Bree your company moved through two wilderness regions as indicated on
the play map. Your company’s new site, Bree, is a border-hold site as indicated in the upper-left
corner of the site on the play map. Thus, your company has a site path of 2 wildernesses and a
site type of a border-hold.
Your opponent may now play hazards on your company, but he may only play creatures
that your company would encounter on your travel route or at your new site. So, such a creature
must have a symbol that matches a symbol in your company’s site path [2 wildernesses] or the
site type of our company’s new site [border-hold]. Such creatures are said to be keyed to one of
the symbols. Your opponent has 3 creatures he can play: Wolves (keyed to wilderness) and 2
Wargs (keyed to wilderness).
Wargs Attack: Your opponent plays Wargs: 2 strikes with 9 prowess. Since all of your
characters are untapped, you choose which two characters will face the strikes. Beregond and
Boromir each face a strike. Beregond has a prowess of 4 and he taps to fight the Wargs. He rolls
a 7 and defeats his strike; his total o f11 (4+7) is greater than the Wargs’ prowess of 9. Boromir
taps, rolls a 9, and easily defeats his strike. Your opponent’s Wargs card is placed in your out-of-

play pile to keep track of your marshalling points. You get 1 marshalling point as indicated in the
upper-left corner of the card – move your marker to ‘7’ on your MP track.
Wolves Attack: Your opponent plays Wolves: 3 strikes with 8 prowess. Since only three of your
characters are untapped, Merry would have to face a strike. However, you have a Concealment
card in your hand – it will allow your company to avoid the attack. In order to play Concealment,
you have to tap a character who is a scout – the scout shows the company where and how to hide.
You have two scouts: Merry and Kili. You decide to tap Merry because Kili is a better fighter.
Merry taps to play Concealment, the Wolf attack is canceled, and both cards are discarded.
Wargs Attack: Your opponent plays his second Wargs card: 2 strikes with 9 prowess. Since
only Aragorn and Kili are untapped, they face the strikes. Kili has a prowess of 3 and he taps to
fight the Wargs. You decide to give him a little help and play a Lucky Strike card from your
hand – he gets to roll twice and choose which roll to use. He rolls a 4 and a 6. It’s a good thing
you used the Lucky Strike, because he would have been wounded with a roll of 4. However, he
chooses to use the roll of 6 and ties the strike with a total of 9 (3+6).
Now Aragorn must face his strike. You do not want to tap Aragorn because if he is
tapped he will not be able to bring the Rangers of the North into play. So, you play Dodge on
Aragorn. This means that Aragorn does not tap and does not take the -3 modification for not
tapping. You roll a 7 and Aragorn’s total of 13 (6+7) easily defeats the strike. However, because
both strikes were not defeated, you do not get any marshalling points.
Lucky Strike, Dodge, and Wargs cars are all discarded.
Other Hazards: Your opponent would like to play his Arouse Minions, but if only affects
shadow-holds and dark-holds and your company has moved to border-hold. He would also like
to play his Ghost, but its symbols do not match your site path or new site type.
Return to a Hand of 8 Cards: At this point both you and your opponent must make sure you
each only have eight cards in your hand. You only have 5 cards, so you draw River, Halfling
Strength, and Scroll of Isildur. Having only 6 cards, your opponent draws Saruman and Lesser
Spiders.
The Site Phase: Because it is a relatively safe place, Bree has no automatic-attack. You want to
play your Rangers of the North card, but in order to do so you must tap a character to make an
influence check as indicated on the card. Aragorn has a special bonus when attempting to
influence the Rangers of the North, so you tap him and you play your Tempering Friendship card
to give him a +4 bonus.
Aragorn has a normal direct influence of 3 and a +2 bonus to his direct influence against the
Rangers of the North. However, he has a follower that uses 3 points of his direct influence. So,

his unused direct influence is 2. You make your influence check roll, and the result is 5. This roll
is modified by:




Aragorn’s unused direct influence: +2.
+1 because Aragorn is a Dunadan and the Rangers of the North card indicates a +1
modification of Dunedain (the plural of Dunadan).
+4 due to the play of a Tempering Friendship card.

So the modified result is 12 (=5+2+1+4). Since this is greater than 9 (the number required by the
faction card), the Rangers of the North are successfully brought into play and placed in your outof-play pile. Your marshalling point total increases by 3 to 10 – move your marker on your
marshalling point track. Discard the Tempering Friendship card.
If you had rolled a 2, your modified result would have been 9 (=2+2+1+3), and you have
discarded the faction card.
End-of-turn Phase: You only have 6 cards, so you draw Faramir and Dodge. Your opponent
draws none; he has 8 cards and elects not to discard one.

Saruman Turn 2
Untap Phase: You untap Gimli, Legolas, and Pippin’s Elven Cloak. However, Elladan cannot
heal because he is not at a Haven – the Barrow-downs is a ruins & lairs site.
Organization Phase: You would like to play your Saruman card, revealing yourself. But your
company is not at a Haven, so you must wait until your next turn when your company is back in
Rivendell.
Movement: The only site adjacent to Barrow-downs is Rivendell, so your company marker on
the Rivendell Space. You draw two cards: Ghouls and Halfling Stealth. Your opponent draws
two cards: Lucky and Eomer.
Your site path from Barrow-downs to Rivendell is 2 wildernesses and your new site type is
Haven. So, your opponent has three hazards that can be played: River, Brigands (keyed to
wilderness), and Orc-warriors (keyed to wilderness).
Brigands Attack: Your opponent plays Brigands: 2 strikes and 8 prowess. Since three of your
characters are untapped, you choose which of them will face the strikes. Legolas and Gimli each
face a strike. Legolas has a prowess of 6 (5 normal +1 for his dagger) and he does not tap (-3
modification) to fight the Brigands. He rolls a 6 and defeats his strike; his total of 9 (6-3+6) is
greater than the Brigands’ prowess of 8. You play a Block card for Gimli so he does not need to
tap. He rolls a 10 and easily defeats his strike. The Brigands card is placed in your out-of-play
pile. You get 1 Marshalling point as indicated in the upper-left corner of the card – move your
marker to ‘10’ on your marshalling point track.

Orc-warriors Attack: Your opponent plays Orc-warriors: 3 strikes with 7 prowess. Since three
of your characters are still untapped, each faces a strikes. Pippin taps his Elven Cloak to cancel
the strike directed against him. Legolas and Gimli do not tap to face their strikes – you don’t
know whether or not your opponent has more hazards to use against you. Legolas rolls a 4 and
defeats his strike; his total of 8 (5 normal +1 for his dagger -3 for not tapping +5 for his roll) is
greater than the Orc-warriors’ prowess of 7. Gimli rolls an 11 and easily defeats his strike.
However, because Pippin canceled his strike, all three strikes were not defeated and you do not
get any marshalling pints. Discard the Orc-warriors card.
Other Hazards: River will force you to either rap a ranger character or to do nothing during the
site phase. Since you are returning to a Haven and you cannot normally play resources at a
Haven, your opponent doesn’t play his River card.
Return to a Hand of 8 Cards: You have 9 cards, so you discard Halfling Stealth (Pippin is
doing fine with his Elven Cloak). Your opponent has 8 cards, so he does nothing.
The Site Phase: Your company is at a Haven and you have no resources to play.
End-of-turn Phase: You are tired of holding on to Arouse Minions, so you discard it and draw
Annalena. Your opponent elects not to discard a card.

Gandalf Turn 2
Untap Phase: You untap all of your characters.
Organization Phase: You would like to play Faramir or Eomer. However, not only is your
company not at a Haven, but you do not have enough influence. You are currently using 19 out
of your 20 general influence. So, your 1 point of general influence would not be enough to
control Faramir (5 mind) or Eomer (3 mind). You need to get your Wizard card into play with
his 10 points of direct influence.
Movement: The only site adjacent to Bree is Rivendell, so your company moves back to
Rivendell. Place your company marker on the Rivendell space. You draw two cards: Gandalf
and the Great-shield of Rohan. Your opponent draws two Cards: Huorn and Risky Blow.
Your site path from Bree to Rivendell is 2 wildernesses and your new site type is Haven.
So, your opponent has two hazards that can be played: Huorn (keyed to wilderness) and Lesser
Spiders (keyed to wilderness).
Lesser Spiders Attack: Your opponent plays Lesser Spiders: 4 strikes with 7 prowess. Since all
of your characters are untapped, you choose which of them will face the strikes. You choose
Aragorn, Boromir, Beregond, and Kili. You decide that you really want to get the marshalling
point so you tap them all. Aragorn rolls a 4 but still easily defeats his strike with a total of 10 (6
prowess +4 for the roll). Boromir and Beregond roll a 7 and a 9 respectively and easily win.

You’re worried about Kili and his 3 prowess, so you play Lucky Strike for Him. He rolls a 10
and a 7, easily defeating his strike. It turns out you didn’t need to play the Lucky Strike, but you
must play any resource cards affecting a strike before any rolls are made. The Lesser Spiders
card is placed in your out-of-play pile. You get 1 marshalling point and move your marker to ‘11’
on your marshalling point track.
Huorn Attack: Your opponent plays Huorn: 1 strike with 10 prowess. Since only Merry is
untapped, you choose him to face the strike and he uses his Elven Cloak to hide from the Huorn.
Tap the Elven Cloak and discard the Huorn.
Return to a Hand of 8 Cards: You Have 9 cards, so you discard one. You are planning to try
and play the Scroll of Isildur next, so you discard the Great-shield of Rohan so that it won’t just
sit in your hand. Your opponent has 8 cards, so he does nothing.
The Site Phase: Your company is at a Haven and you have no resources to play.
End-of-turn Phase: Because you have three characters in your hand and you can only play one
each turn, you discard Eomer and draw “William.” Your opponent discards Ghouls and draws
Wolves.

Saruman Turn 3
Untap Phase: Untap Pippin’s Elven Cloak. Because your company is at a Haven, Elladan can
heal. Turn his card so that he is tapped.
Organization Phase: Your company is at a Haven, so now you can play your Wizard card and
reveal yourself. Place your Saruman card on your play sheet. You would also like to play
Annalena. However, you can’t because you can only play one character each turn. Revealing
your Wizard counts as playing a character.
You can now reorganize your company. Saruman has 10 points of direct influence, so he
can have followers with mind attributes totaling up to 10. You make Legolas a follower and
place his card (and his dagger card) under Saruman’s card. This means that you have 6 points of
unused general influence and Saruman has 4 points of unused direct influence.
Movement: You have the Dunlending faction in your hand and it is worth 2 marshalling points.
It can only be played at the Dunnish Clan-hold site, so you move your company marker to that
space. You draw Wood-elves and Wolves. Your opponent draws Escape and Orc-guard.
Your site path from Rivendell to the Dunnish Clan-hold is 3 wildernesses and your new site
type is a border-hold. So, your opponent has two hazards that can be played: River and “William”
(keyed to wilderness).

“William” Attacks: Your opponent plays “William”: 1 strike with 11 prowess. You choose
Legolas to take the strike and you play Risky Blow to give him +3 bonus. He taps and rolls a 5
for a total 14 (5 normal +1 for his dagger +3 for Risky Blow +5 for the roll). “William” is
defeated and his card is placed in your out-of-play pile. Move your marker to ‘11’ on your
marshalling point track.
Other Hazards: Your opponent now plays River. Unless you tap a ranger, this card will prevent
your company from doing anything during your site phase. This would slow you down for an
entire turn, so you definitely want to tap a ranger. Since Elladan is already tapped, you must tap
Saruman – he is your only other ranger. This is unfortunate because you were planning to use
him and his 4 points of unused direct influence to recruit the Dunlendings.
Return to a Hand of 8 Cards: You and Your opponent each have 8 cards.
The Site Phase: You only have two untapped characters with which to try and influence the
Dunlendings. You tap Gimli for the influence check. He has no followers, so his unused direct
influence is 2. You make your influence check roll, and the result is 9. This roll is modified by:



Gimli’s unused direct influence: +2.
-1 because Gimli is a Dwarf and the Dunlending card indicates a -1 modification for
Dwarves.

So the modified result is 10 (9+2-1). Since this is greater than 9 (the number required by
the faction card), the Dunlendings are successfully brought into play. However, if you had rolled
an 8 or less, your influence check would have failed and you would have had to discard the
faction card.
Place the Dunlendings card in your out-of-play pile and increase you marshalling point
total to 13.
End-of-turn Phase: You only have 7 cards, so you draw Wake of War. Your opponent
discards Orc-guard and draws Quickbeam.

Gandalf Turn 3
Untap Phase: You untap all of your tapped characters and items.
Organization Phase: You play your Gandalf card. Then you make Merry and Boromir his
followers. Place their cards under Gandalf’s. You now have 9 unused general influence, but
Gandalf only has 2 unused direct influence.
Movement: You want travel to a site where you can play your Scroll of Isildur for 4 marshaling
pints. It is a greater item, so you must travel to Moria, Mount Gundabad, or the Dead Marshes.
To reach any of these sites you must first move to Lorien. Place your company marker on the

Lorien Site. You draw Brigands and Concealment. Your opponent draws Wargs and Lesser
Spiders.
Your site path from Rivendell to Lorien is 3 wildernesses and a border-land and your new
site type is Haven. SO, your opponent has five hazards that can be played: Wake of War, Lesser
Spiders, Wargs, and two Wolves. You don’t know it yet, but are about to be hit with 5 hazards.
Wake of War: This card is a long-event that increases the number of strikes and prowess of each
Wolf, Spider and Animal attack by one. Your opponent plays this card first so that his creatures
will all be more powerful. This card will remain in play until your next organization phase. Thus,
it will affect any creatures you play against your opponent on his next turn.
Wargs Attack: Your opponent plays Wargs: normally 2 strikes with 9 prowess. However, it is a
Wolf attack – see the key word “Wolves,” the first word in its card’s text. So, due to the Wake of
War, it has 3 strikes with 10 prowess. You choose Gandalf, Aragorn, and Boromir to face the
strikes. Gandalf plays Dodge and does not tap. He rolls a 5 for a total of 11 (6+5), and he defeats
his strike. Boromir taps and rolls a 9, easily defeating his strike. Aragorn taps and rolls a 7,
defeating his strike. Place the Wargs card in your out-of-play pile and increase your marshalling
point total to 12.
Wolves Attack: Your opponent plays Wolves: 4 strikes with 9 prowess due to the Wake of War.
You begin to worry – Wake of War is in play, Boromir and Aragorn are already tapped, and this
attack has 4 strikes. You tap Merry (a scout) and play Concealment to cancel the attack. Your
opponent discards the Wolves.
Wolves Attack: Your opponent plays another Wolves: 4 strikes and 9 prowess due to the Wake
of War. Things are getting tense. You play Escape to cancel the attack. However, Escape
requires you to wound one of your own characters. You decide to wound Beregond (he covers
your escape) and the Wolves card is discarded.
Lesser Spiders Attack: Your opponent plays Lesser Spiders: 5 strikes with 8 prowess due to the
Wake of War. You have nothing to cancel this attack, so you choose Gandalf, and Kili to take
strikes. Because they are tapped or wounded, you cannot choose Aragorn, Merry, Boromir, or
Beregond. There are three strike left, and your opponent applies them to Boromir (because he
has a low body), Merry (because he has a low prowess), and Beregond (because he is wounded).
Gandalf taps and rolls an 8, defeating his strike. Merry taps his Elven Cloak to cancel his
strike. Boromir taps his shield for a +1 bonus and rolls a 6, easily beating his strike. Kili taps and
rolls a 4 for a total of 7 (3+4) – he is wounded. Your opponent rolls a 6 for Kili’s body check.
Since Kili’s body attribute is 8, Kili is not eliminated. This leaves Beregond, who rolls a 3. His
total is only 5 (4 normal -2 for being wounded +3 for roll). Beregond is wounded again. Your
opponent rolls a 10 for the body check. Because this is greater than Beregond’s body of 8,
Beregond is eliminated (if a character is already wounded and he is wounded again his body gets

a modifier of -1, so Beregond’s body is at a 7). Place his card in your out-of-play pile and your
opponent discards Lesser Spiders.
Return to a hand of 8 Cards: Wake of War remains in play. You only have 6 cards, so you
draw Orc-warriors and Escape. Having only 5 cards, your opponent draws Saruman, Gollum,
and Barrow-wight.
The Site Phase: Your company is at a Haven and you have no resources to play.
End-of-turn Phase: You discard Arouse minions and draw Minions Stir. He already has his
Wizard in play, so your opponent discards Saruman from his hand and draws Halfling
Strength.

Saruman Turn 4
Untap Phase: You untap all of your characters and items.
Organization Phase: You cannot play Annalena because your company is not at a Haven.
Movement: The only site adjacent to Dunnish Clan-hold is Rivendell, so your company moves
back to Rivendell. You draw Bard Bowman and Arouse Minions. Your opponent draws
Arouse Minions and Gandalf.
Your site path from Dunnish Clan-hold to Rivendell is 3 wildernesses and your new site
type is Haven. So, your opponent has three hazards that can be played: Minions Stir, Brigands
(keyed to wilderness), and Orc-warriors (keyed to wilderness).
Your opponent sees that his minions Stir will only affect his Orc-warriors. In addition,
your powerful characters are all untapped and heading back to a Haven. He decides to wait and
not play any hazards this turn.
Return to a Hand of 8 Cards: You discard Bard Bowman and Escape. Your opponent
discards Gandalf from his hand and Arouse Minions.
The Site Phase: Your company is at a Haven and you have no resources to play.
End-of-turn Phase: You and your opponent do nothing.

Gandalf Turn 4
Untap Phase: You untap Gandalf, Aragorn, Boromir, Merry, Boromir’s shield, and Merry’s
cloak. Since your company is at a Haven, Kili heals – move his card to its tapped position.
Organization Phase: You play Faramir at Lorien with your company. Increase your marshalling
point total to 14. Because Wake of War was played during your last turn, discard it.

Movement: You have two marshalling point resources that you could try and play this turn:
Scroll of Isildur and Quickbeam. You decide to try for the scroll and its 4 marshalling points.
Your company moves to Moria. You draw Dodge and Lucky Strike. Your opponent draws
Huorn, Risky Blow, and Orcrist.
Your site path from Lorien to Moria is two wildernesses and your new site type is a
shadow-hold. Your opponent has four hazards that can be played: Arouse Minions, Huorn
(keyed to wilderness), Ghosts (keyed to shadow-hold), and Barrow-wight (keyed to shadowhold).
Ghosts Attack: Your opponent plays Ghosts: 3 strikes with 9 prowess. You choose Gandalf,
Aragorn, and Faramir to face the strikes. Gandalf plays Dodge, doesn’t tap, and rolls a 6; he
defeats his strike with a total of 12. Aragorn taps and rolls an 11, defeating his strike. Faramir
taps and rolls a 7, defeating his strike. Place the Ghosts card in your out-of-play pile and increase
your marshalling point total of 15.
Huoron Attacks: Your opponent plays Huorn: 1 strike with 10 prowess. Gandalf taps and rolls
an 8, defeating the attack. Place the Huorn card in your out-of-play pile and increase your
marshalling point total to 16.
Barrow-wight Attacks: Your opponent plays Barrow-wight: 1 strike with 12 prowess. Boromir
takes the strike and plays a Lucky Strike so that he can roll twice and choose which roll to use.
He also taps his shield for a +1 bonus. Unfortunately he rolls a 2 and a 4, for a best total of 11
(6+1+4). Boromir is wounded, but your opponent rolls and 8 for the body check. Normally, this
result would eliminate Boromir because his body attribute is only 7. However, Boromir’s shield
increases his body by 1 to 8 – Boromir is not eliminated. Discard the Barrow-wight card.
Other Hazards: Your opponent plays Arouse Minions to increase the prowess of Moria’s
automatic-attack from 7 to 10.
Return to a Hand of 8 Cards: You draw Glamdring. Your opponent draws River. If he had
this card earlier, he could have played it to keep your company from doing anything during its
site phase.
The Site Phase: Now your company must face the automatic-attack. It normally has 4 strikes
with 7 prowess. But due to the Arouse Minions, it has 4 strikes with 10 prowess. You play
Escape to cancel the automatic-attack, but one of your characters is wounded. You choose Kili.
However, you can now tap merry and play the Scroll of Isildur. (Alternatively, you could play
Glamdring, but it only gives 2 MPs) Move your marker on your marshalling point track to 20.
End-of-turn Phase: You have 20 marshalling points, so your opponent gets one last turn and
then the game is over.

You will not get another turn, so you will not be able to play any more resource cards and
your opponent will not be able to play any more hazard cards. So you discard Halfling Strength
and draw Orc-raiders, Riders of Rohan, and Erkenbrand. Your opponent discards River and
draws Celeborn.

Saruman Turn 5
Untap Phase: All of your cards are already untapped. You only have 13 marshalling pints. You
need 20 to at least tie your opponent.
Organization Phase: Since your company is at a Haven you can play a character. Since you can
only play one character per turn, you may not play Annalena. Celeborn’s 2 marshalling points
bring your total to 15.
Movement: You have three cards that you could play for marshalling points: Wood-elves,
Orcrist, and Gollum. Orcrist is a greater item that can only be played at Moria, Mount Gundabad,
or the Dead Marshes. Similarly, Wood-elves can only be played at Thranduil’s Halls. None of
those sites are adjacent to Rivendell, so you will not be able to play Orcrist or Wood-elves this
turn. However, Gollum may be played at Goblin-gate or Moria, and Goblin-gate is adjacent to
Rivendell. So, you move your company marker to Goblin-gate. You draw Block. Your
opponent draws Orc-guard and Minions Stir.
Your site path from Rivendell to Goblin-gate is 2 wildernesses and your new site type is
shadow-hold. So, your opponent has five hazards that can be played: Brigands (keyed to
wilderness), Orc-warriors (keyed to wilderness), Orc-raiders (keyed to wilderness), and Orcguard (keyed to shadow-hold), and Minions Stir. He has a second Minions Stir that he cannot
play because the card says “Cannot be duplicated.” This means that only one cop of the card may
be in play at a given time.
Minions Stir: This card is a long-event that increases the number of strikes and prowess of each
Orc and Troll attack by one. Your opponent plays this card first so that his Orcs will all be more
powerful. This card normally remains in play until your next organization phase.
Orc-guard Attacks: Your opponent plays Orc-guard: normally 5 strikes with 8 prowess.
However, it is an Orc attack – see the key word “Orcs,” the first word in its card’s text. So, due
to the Minions Stir, it has 6 strikes with 9 prowess. This is really tough and Pippin would not be
able to use his cloak against it because it is keyed to Shadow-hold. So, you use Dark Quarrels to
cancel the attack and the card is discarded.
Orc-raiders Attack: Your opponent plays Orc-raiders: 5 strikes with 7 prowess due to the
Minions Stir. You have six characters so Pippin doesn’t take a strike. Elladan taps and rolls a 6,
defeating his strike. Gimli plays Block, doesn’t tap, rolls a 9, and defeats his strike. Celeborn
doesn’t tap (-3 modification), rolls a 7, and defeats his strike. Legolas doesn’t tap (-3

modification), rolls a 10, and defeats his strike. Saruman doesn’t tap (-3 modification), rolls a 5,
and defeats his strike. Place the Orc-raiders in your out-of-play pile and increase your
marshalling point total to 16.
Orc-warriors Attack: Your opponent plays Orc-warriors: 4 strikes with 8 prowess due to the
Minions Stir. You choose Gimli, Celeborn, Legolas, and Saruman to take the strikes. Gimli taps
and rolls a 5, defeating his strike. Celeborn doesn’t tap (-3 modification), rolls a 9, and defeats
his strike. Legolas doesn’t tap (-3 modification), rolls a 6, and defeats his strike. Saruman taps,
rolls an 8, and easily defeats his strike. Place and Orc-warriors in your out-of-play pile and
increase your marshalling point total to 17.
Other Hazards: You have just defeated two creatures, gained two marshalling points and still
have 3 characters untapped. Your opponent realizes that you will just defeat the Brigands and get
another marshalling point. So, he does not play the Brigands.
Return to a Hand of 8 Cards: Minions Stir remains in play. You only have 6 cards, so you
draw Sword of Gondolin and Tempering Friendship. Having only 6 cards, your opponent
draws Orc-watch and River.
The Site Phase: Your company must now face the Orcs automatic-attack: 4 strikes with 7
prowess due to the Minions Stir. Your untapped characters Pippin, Celeborn, and Legolas each
take a strike, and your opponent chooses Elladan to take the fourth strike. Celeborn plays Risky
Blow (+3), doesn’t tap, rolls a 4, and defeats his strike. Legolas taps, rolls a 9, and defeats his
strike. Pippin taps, rolls a 6, and ties his strike. Elladan is already tapped (-1), rolls a 2, and is
wounded. Your opponent rolls a 7 for the body check – Elladan is not eliminated.
Celeborn is your only untapped character, so normally you would have to use him to tap
and play Gollum. But you play Halfling Strength to untap Pippin. Then Pippin taps to play
Gollum. Place Gollum’s card under Pippin’s control, and increase your marshalling point total to
19.
End-of-turn Phase: You draw Lesser Spiders, Halfling Strength, and River. Your opponent has
8 cards and so draws nothing.

The End of the Game
Gandalf ends the game with 20 marshalling points (see below). Saruman ends the game with
only 19 marshalling points (see below). Gandalf wins!

Gandalf


Aragorn II

MPs
3













Boromir II
Kili
Merry
Faramir
Rangers of the North
Scroll of Isildur
Wargs
Lesser Spiders
Wargs
Ghosts
Huoron

1
1
1
2
3
4
1
1
1
1
1
Total: 20

Saruman














Gimli
Legolas
Elladan
Pippin
Celeborn
Dunlendings
Hauberk of Bright Mail
Gollum
“Bert”
Brigands
“William”
Orc-raiders
Orc-warriors

MPs
2
2
1
1
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
Total: 19

INTRODUCTION

1 -A. Marshalling Points

During the Third Age, the Valar sent five Maiar to Middle-earth
to unite and counsel the Free Peoples in their struggles against
Sauron, the Dark Lord. However, they were forbidden to
dominate the peoples of Middle-earth or to match the power of
Sauron with power. These five were known as “Wizards” (also
called Istari) in Middle-earth, and individually they were called:
Gandalf, Saruman, Radagast, Alatar, and Pallando.

In the Top Left comer of each character card is an octagon. Most
characters have a number inside the octagon. This is the number
of marshalling points (MPs) the character is worth.
These are very important. Marshalling points are how you win
the game. Whoever has the most marshalling points at the end of
the game wins. If a character has no number in the octagon, they
give you no marshalling points.

In Middle-earth: The Wizards, you play one of these five Wizards.
Your goal is to marshal the forces of the Free Peoples so that
Sauron can be resisted until the One Ring is destroyed. Since your
fellow Wizards do not agree on how best to accomplish this goal,
you must battle for the minds, bodies, and souls of the Free
Peoples.

If you have a character card that has a rune symbol in the MP
octagon, set it aside for now. It is a Wizard card, which will be
dealt with in Paragraph 2.

1 -B. Mind

“Evil forces” are represented by hazards that the players use
against one another. For example, if you move a character into
Moria, your opponent could play a Troll card as a hazard. These
hazards are not “controlled” by the Wizards, but rather they
represent the forces of Sauron, who himself is in a “dormant” or
hiding phase. All players are “good,” so conflict takes the form of
hazards and direct attempts to “persuade” or “dominate” each
other and each other's characters and forces, rather than the form
of direct conflict.

Each character has a mind number. To find a character's mind,
look on the left of the card near the top. There should be a small
white head with a black number there.
The mind of a character represents how willful that character is,
and how hard he is to control. Controlling a character requires
influence. To start out with, you will have 20 points of general
influence. For each point of general influence you can control 1
point worth of mind. So a 4 mind character would require 4
points of general influence to control. At the beginning of the
game you will only be able to start with 20 mind points worth of
characters, since you will only have your general influence to
control them with.

These Quick Start Rules are not a subsitution for the official
rules. They are intended to introduce you to the game, and allow
you to play a game as quickly as possible.
For the official rules, visit:
http://www.meccg.net/netherlands/meccg/downloads.html

1 -C. Direct Influence
Underneath the white head showing the mind of each character
is a black hand with a white number in it. The number in the
black hand is the characters direct influence. Direct influence is a
measure of how well a character can control other characters.
Characters controlled by other characters are called followers.
For each point of direct influence, a character can have a follower
with one point of mind. So a character with a direct influence of
three can control a follower with a mind of up to three.

WHAT YOU NEED
You'll need 2 Middle Earth: The Wizards Starter Decks, or 2
Hero Challenge Decks, 2 six-sided dice (2d6), and 2 people to
play.

1. CHARACTER CARDS

There are some restrictions on followers. Characters can have
more than one follower, but a follower can only follow one
character. That is, you cannot use the direct influence of two
different characters to control one follower. All of the influence
controlling a character must come from the same place, either
general influence or one character's direct influence. Also,
followers may not have followers.

Character cards are the cards with the light blue, stone
patterned background. Characters are how you do everything in
Middle-earth, and move about in companies. Across the top of
each character card is the character's name. You will get to start
the game with some characters in play, and may play others as
the game progresses.

1 -D. Skills and Race
The first word(s) are the skills the character has. Some cards
played in the game will refer to these skills. Some can only be
played on characters with a certain skill, and some just require a
character of that skill to be present. The five skills are Diplomat,
Ranger, Sage, Scout, and Warrior. A character may have more than
one skill, in which case they will be separated by slashes.
The last word will be the character's race. Some cards modify all
characters of a particular race, and others are easier to play if you
are using a character with the right race. The races are Dúnadan,
Dwarf, Elf, Man, and Wizard.

1 -E. Prowess and Body
At the bottom left of each character card is a small shield. In the
shield are two numbers separated with a slash. The first number
is the character's prowess, the second is the character's body.
Prowess and body are explained in detail under combat in the
section on the movement/hazard phase (see page 6, paragraph 5D-3. Combat). Prowess represents how skilled a character is in
combat. The higher a character's prowess, the less likely he is to
get wounded. Body represents how tough the character is. The
higher a character's body is, the less likely he is to die when
wounded in combat.
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1 -F. Corruption Modifier

Wizards have some different rules than other characters. You
may not start the game with your Wizard in play. You must draw
him from your deck and bring him in to play during the game. You
may also only bring him into play at Rivendell or his Home Site,
rather than any Haven like a normal character. Finally, you can
only have one Wizard in play.

In the bottom right corner of each character card is an octagon.
Most characters have a small burning eye, but some have a
corruption modifier (like +2 or -1 ).
At certain points in the game your characters will have to make
dice rolls called corruption checks. Whenever a character makes a
corruption check, modify the roll by his corruption modifier. In
general, characters with a positive corruption modifier are harder
to corrupt, and characters with a negative one are easier to
corrupt. Corruption and corruption checks are explained in more
detail on page 8, paragraph 8-A.

Playing your Wizard is called revealing yourself, and can be risky.
If your Wizard is killed or fails a corruption check, then you lose
the game. It does not matter how many marshalling points you
have, you still lose the game.
This is balanced by the power of the Wizard characters. Each has
four skills, more than any other character. Each Wizard also has
ten direct influence, allowing you to control extra characters. Also,
Wizards have no mind stat. You will not have to use any of your
influence to control your Wizard.

1 -G. Rules Text
There are two important things in the text box. The first word in
the text box will be the word "Unique." Characters are unique
cards. There can only be one of each unique character in play at
any time. If your opponent has the character out, you cannot play
him.

3. SITE CARDS

Each character also has a Home Site. This is quite simply where
the character comes from. You can start with any characters you
want to, except Wizards. But once play begins, you can only bring
in a character at his Home Site or at a Haven site. This is
explained in more detail under Playing a Character in the section
on the organization phase (see 5-B-2).
Each character also has flavor text. This is the text in quotations
and italics, and shows you how the character is connected to
Middle-earth and the works of J.R.R. Tolkien. This text has no
effect on the play of the game.
Some characters may have other text. This is to describe certain
special abilities that characters have, above and beyond the norm.
Some restate things that are represented elsewhere on the card,
like the corruption modifier. These are simply clarifications, and
are not cumulative with the other parts of the card. A more
detailed explanation of the common special abilities starts on
page 8, Paragraph 9.

2. WIZARDS
Each site card represents a different place in Middle-earth. They
are organized geographically into 4 groups, one for each of the 4
Havens in Middle-earth. Across the top of each site card is the
name of the site.
Site cards are kept in a separate deck called the location deck.
When you want to go to a site, you can look through your location
deck and pick out the one you want.

3-A. Site Type

In the top left comer of each site card is a symbol for the site
type. The site type represents how dangerous or beneficial a site
is to your characters. The site types are, from safest to most
dangerous: Havens, Free-holds, Border-holds, Ruins & Lairs,
Shadow-holds, and Dark-holds (See page 8, para 1 0). Some
creatures can only be played at certain sites.

3-B. Site Path

Each card has a site path. This is a series of symbols representing
the different terrain you will travel through to get to the site.
Most sites have the site path listed vertically along the left side of
the card. The exception is Haven cards. Each Haven lists two site
paths, one for each of the other Havens you can reach from there.
These site paths are listed in the text box below the site's picture.

Wizards are a special type of character. They represent you in
the game. There are five Wizards in the game: Alatar, Gandalf,
Pallando, Radagast, and Saruman. They each have a different
color background, rather than the light blue other characters
have. Some have a blue background similar to other characters.

The site path does not direct movement, it is used to determine
which creatures can be played on a moving company of
characters. Playing creatures is described in more detail on page
5, Paragraph 5-D-2.
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3-C. Region

when your opponent is moving his companies. The different types
of hazards and resources will be explained as you start playing
your first game.

Between the picture of the site and the text box, on the right
side of the card, is the region the site is in. Middle-earth is divided
up into regions. Some creatures can only be played in certain
regions.

3-D. Cards Drawn

In the bottom left comer of the site card are two numbers . One
is black on white, the other is white on gray and is upside down.
When you move to a site, you and your opponent will draw cards.
You may draw cards up to the black number on white, but you
must draw at least one. Your opponent may draw cards up to the
white number on gray that is upside down, but he must draw at
least one.

3-E. Rules Text

There are several important things in the text box. One is the
nearest Haven for a site, which is talked about in the movement
section below.

4. PLAYING THE GAME
4-A. Setting Up

The next is what is playable at that site. Things typically listed as
playable at a site are information, gold ring items, minor items,
major items, and greater items. Information cards are event cards
that say "Information" as the first word in their text box.

The first thing both players should do is make sure they have
separated out all of their site cards. Set them aside in their own
pile, this is the location deck.

You may have some sites that do not list anything as being
playable at them. There are still cards to play at these sites, like
factions, allies, certain events, and special items. For more on
these types of card you can see section 5-E on the Site Phase.

Next pick out up to 5 characters to start play with, but do not
show them to your opponent yet. The total mind of these
characters cannot exceed 20 points. You may start with less than
20 mind points if you want, or less than 5 characters. You may
not start with more than that. You may not start with any Wizard
characters. Characters may not use direct influence at this time.
That is, no characters may have followers at this time.

Some more dangerous sites will also list an automatic-attack.
This represents the people or creatures that live at the site.
Attacks are dealt with in more detail in section 5-D-3, and
automatic attacks are explained more in section 5-E on the Site
Phase. For now all you need to know is that to play anything at
the site, you must face the automatic-attack.

Which characters to start with is hard to choose when you have
not played the game at all. You should have at least one high
mind character (8 or 9 points). Start with him. Besides him you
will want at least 1 scout, at least 1 ranger, and at least 1 more
fighter with a prowess of 5 or 6. If you can fit a diplomat and a
sage in also that is good.

3-F. Movement Introduction
During the game your characters move from site to site. To show
that a company of characters is at a site, you place that site card
face up with the company.

Once you have picked your starting characters, both players
reveal their starting character simultaneously. If any are
duplicated, they are set aside for the moment. If you both have
most of the same characters, and after revealing them have one or
no characters left, you can go back and try to split the characters
up evenly between the 2 players.

During the movement/hazard phase (section 5-D), your
characters can move to another site. However, there are some
limits on what site a company can move to. The limits depend on
the site where your company starts the turn. Each company can
only move once each turn.

Once you have your starting characters ready, find a Rivendell
card in your location deck (every starter comes with 2). Place this
card with the starting company. This shows that they are at
Rivendell at the start of the game.

If your company starts the turn at a site that is not a Haven, they
can only move to the Haven listed as the nearest Haven on the
site where they currently are.
If your company is at a Haven they have two options. First, they
can go to any site that lists the Haven they are at now as its
nearest Haven. So if a company is at Rivendell (a Haven), they can
move to any site that says "Nearest Haven: Rivendell." in the text
box. Second, a company at a Haven can move to another Haven.
Each Haven lists 2 other Havens in the text box. Either of these 2
Havens may be moved to.

You may assign up to 2 non-unique, non-hoard minor items to
your starting characters.
Take any characters not in your starting company, either by
choice or from duplication, and put them with your other non-site
cards. These cards make up your play deck. Shuffle the play deck
thoroughly, and allow your opponent to cut your play deck. Once
your deck is shuffled and cut draw the top 8 cards off the deck for
your opening hand.

So how do you get from one non-Haven site to another one? Say
you want to get from Bag End (nearest Haven Rivendell) to the
Lonely Mountain (nearest Haven Lórien). First you would move
from Bag End to Rivendell (non-Haven site to its nearest Haven).
The next turn you would move from Rivendell to Lórien (Haven to
Haven). Finally, on the third turn you would move from Lórien to
the Lonely Mountain (Haven to a site listing that Haven as the
nearest Haven).

Each player now rolls the dice. Whoever gets the higher roll gets
to go first. Reroll any ties. The first player follows the turn
sequence as outlined below, then their opponent does. Players
take alternating turns until the game is over.

-OTHER CARD TYPES
There are 2 main types of other cards: resources and hazards .
Resources have a copper colored background. They are played
during your own turn only. Hazards have a black background.
They represent the evil forces of the world, and are only played
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5. THE PLAYER TURN
5-A. The Untap Phase

5-B-3. Transferring and Storing Cards
If one of your characters has an item that you want another
character to have, you can transfer the item between the 2
characters during the Organization Phase. Both characters must
be in the same company. Only items may be transferred, not allies
and events. The character with the item must make a corruption
check (see section 8-A). If the character passes the corruption
check you may move the item to any other character in the same
company.

The untap phase is the first phase of the game. During the
course of play your cards will become tapped. Turn them
sideways 90° to indicate this. Tapping a card shows that it has
been used for now. Some things require you to tap a card for
them to happen. The card must be untapped in order to do this.
During the untap phase, all of your non-site cards in play untap.
If any of your cards in play are tapped, turn them back to right
way up (sites do not untap). Your first turn, nothing will be
tapped, so you will not do anything in this phase.

You may also store items and events during the organization
phase. Any item may be stored, but events can only be stored if
they say they can. To store an event make sure you are at the right
site, and then put the event in your marshalling point pile. To
store an item you must be at a Haven. The character with the
item makes a corruption check. If he passes the check you may
place the item in your marshalling point pile
.

Some characters may become wounded in combat (see section
5-D-3). If a character is at a Haven during the untap phase, they
may go from wounded (turned upside down) to tapped (turned
90°). Otherwise they stay wounded.

5-B-4. Preparing Movement

Next, you must decide where your companies are moving this
turn. Remember, a company does not have to move. If they are
moving, pick a new site card for them. If they are at a non-Haven
site, the new site must be the site's nearest haven. If they are at a
Haven, the new site must either list that Haven as its nearest
Haven, or be another Haven listed on the Haven they are at now.
Once you have picked the new site for a company, place that site
face down with the company. The site card must come from your
location deck, not the discard pile. The actual movement is done
during the movement/hazard phase.

5-B. The Organization Phase

Picking a site to move to can be confusing at first. If you have no
idea what to do, look at the cards in your hand. Look for resource
cards (the copper colored ones) with numbers in the top left
comer of the card. If it is information or a non-special item, look
for a site that lists that type of card as playable. If the card is a
faction or an ally, the card will tell you at which site it can be
played. If it is a special item there are two possibilities. One, it will
tell you the site where it can be played. Two, it is a ring of some
sort. If it is a ring you must first draw and play a gold ring item,
and then somehow test the gold ring (see section 8-B).

The organization phase is when you organize your characters
and prepare them for movement.

5-B-1. Companies

Characters are organized into companies. At the start of the
game you have one company of characters, and they are at
Rivendell. For the start of the game keep this company as one
company, until you get the hang of how the game plays.

Check the site before you place it with the company. Make sure
the nearest Haven listed on the site is the Haven your company is
at. If not, you will have to move to that sites nearest Haven first.
Do not worry, each starter has every Haven in it

When a company is at a Haven, it can split into two or more
companies. This could allow you to go to two sites on the same
turn and play two items. This is quicker but more risky, as four
characters can defend themselves better than two. To split two
companies, simply split the two sets of characters apart visibly on
the play surface. If you have two copies of the Haven they are at,
play one on each com any. Note that a follower must be in the
same company as the character p he follows. Also, if you have 2
companies at the same Haven during the organization phase you
may join them into one company.

5-B-5. Playing Resources

Finally you may have a resource event to play. If you have a
resource that says "Playable during the organization phase." now
is the only time you can play it. Read the event to see what it
does. You may not want to play it. Ford, for example, keeps your
opponent from playing creatures keyed to wilderness ( ). If you
have no wilderness ( ) in your site path, there is no point in
playing the card. Save it until you do have wilderness ( ) in your
site path.

5-B-2. Characters and Followers

During the organization phase you may also change who follows
who. If a character has enough direct influence to control a
second character, you make the second character a follower. This
frees up the general influence you were using to control that
character. This is good for two reasons. One, some hazards are
worse if you have less unused general influence. Two, if you have
unused influence you can play more characters.

If you do want to play the event, simply say that you are doing
so. It may require you to tap characters or do other actions (Ford
requires you to tap a ranger). If it is a short-event, it will last for a
duration specified on the card. If it is a permanent-event it will
stay in play until discarded by an effect.

5-C. Long-event Phase

Each turn you may play one character, either a Wizard (if you
have not played one already) or another character. You must be
able to control the character with either your general influence or
a character's direct influence. Wizards do not require influence to
control.

Certain hazards and resources are listed as long-events (under
the picture to the right). These cards are meant to stay in play for
two turns, one for the player it is played by or on, and one for
their opponent. The long-event phase deals with these cards.
During your first turn, and most of your other turns, you will do
nothing in this phase.

You must play the character at either their home site, or at a
Haven. If the character is your Wizard he must be played at his
home site or Rivendell. If the character is controlled by general
influence, he can be played alone at a site (bring the site out to
show where he is), or he may be played with an existing company.
If he is played alone he is a company of one. If the character is
controlled with direct influence, then the site he is played at must
have the character whose direct influence is being used.

If you have any resource long-events in play, then discard them.
If there are any hazard long-events in play that your opponent
played on you on your last turn, then discard them also.
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non-Haven site, then discard it. If the site is untapped or a Haven
site, then return it to the location deck. The site of origin becomes
the company's current site and you proceed to Step 5 of the
movement/hazard phase.

After long-events have been discarded, you may play any
resource long-events in your hand if you wish. Do not play hazard
long-events at this time. Your hazard long-events are played
during your opponents movement/hazard phase.

5-D-2. Playing Creatures

5-D. Movement/Hazard Phase

Playing creatures is one of the most complicated parts of the
game, so read this section very carefully. What creatures can be
played on a company depends on what the company's site path is.
The site path is listed on the non-Haven site card they are moving
to or from, along the left side. If the company is moving from
Haven to Haven it will be in the text box of both Havens.

There are several steps to the movement/hazard phase. Follow
them through, one step at a time. If you have more than one
company, follow the steps once for each company (it is your
choice which company moves first). Even if the company is not
moving to a new site this turn, they still follow the steps.

Creatures have symbols along their left side just like sites do.
However, these are not site paths. The region symbols on a
creature show what sort of terrain that creature lives in. If a
company moves through the appropriate terrain, the creature can
be played on them.

Step 1 - Movement/Hazard Phase

If the company has a face down site card, flip that card over. The
new card is the company's new site, and the company's current
site becomes the site of origin. Do not discard the site of origin
just yet. You may need it to determine the site path for the
company.

Step 2 - Movement/Hazard Phase

If the company is not moving, then no cards are drawn by either
player. If the company is moving, then you may draw cards up to
the number in black on white on the site the company is moving
to. You must draw at least one card. Your opponent may draw
cards up ot the number in white on gray, and upside down on the
site the company is moving to. He must draw one card. The
exception is if you are moving to a Haven. Then both players draw
cards based on the site the company is moving from.

Step 3 - Movement/Hazard Phase

Your opponent plays hazards on the moving company. Hazards
are played and resolved one at a time. In some cases they may not
directly affect a company. Hazards may not be played that target a
different company or a character in a different company. Once
your opponent is done playing hazards, go on to Step 4 of the
movement/hazard phase.

5-D-1. Playing Hazard Events

You may only play a certain number of hazards on a company
when they move. To determine how many hazards can be played,
count up the number of characters in the company (count
Hobbits as one half of a character). The number you get, rounded
up, is the company's size. It is also their hazard limit. You may not
play more hazards on a company than the company's hazard limit.
A company's hazard limit will not change during the course of a
turn, even if they lose a character while moving.

To determine if you can play a creature on a company, compare
the region symbols on the creature to the ones in the site path. If
one of them matches you may play the creature. You only have to
match one of the symbols from the creature to the site path. The
one exception is if one symbol appears twice on the creature, like
a double wilderness (
). Then there must be two of that one
symbol in the site path (they do not have to be right next to each
other). Matching symbols this way is called keying a creature to
that region type.

To determine which hazards can be played, look between the
text box and the picture. That is where it says the type of hazard
the card is. There are four types of hazards: short-events, longevents, permanent-events, and creatures .
Short-events and permanent-events generally start with
"Playable on" and a description of what cards they can be played
on. If a card fitting that description is not in play, then you may
not play the event. Otherwise, you may play the event on that
card. Cards that are playable on a character facing an attack or
strike are only usable during combat (see paragraph 5-D-3.
Combat).

Make sure the symbol matches exactly. All region symbols have a
circle around them. Symbols without a circle represent the site.
You cannot match a border-hold ( ) to a border-land ( ), for
example. But if you can match a site symbol on a creature to the
symbol on the site the company is moving to, then you can play
the creature. If the symbols get confusing, look at page 1 0, it has a
chart explaining what each one is.

If the event does not describe what it is playable on, you can just
play it on the table. Read it carefully before playing it. If it is a
long-event or permanent-event it will affect you also, on your
turn. Long-events will stick around for two turns, and permanentevents will stay in play until discarded by some effect.

Some creatures have no symbols to key the creature with. These
creatures will tell you where they can be keyed or played at in
their text box. Sometimes they will be playable at certain sites, in
which case the company must be moving to that site for the
creature to be played. Other times they will be playable in certain
regions. Check the regions of the site of origin and the new site
(its between the text box and the picture). If the creature is
playable at either region, you may play it.

In general, when an event is played, your opponent can respond
to that event with other effects (like tapping a character for a
special ability or playing an event of their own). The event that
was played, or declared, last is the one that will take effect, or
resolve, first. This is called last in first out (LIFO) order. A series of
events played in response to each other is called a chain of
effects, and the whole chain is resolved in LIFO order once both
players are finished responding.
If a hazard is resolved that forces the company to return to their
site of origin, then stop playing hazards. Any hazards declared but
not yet resolved will still resolve. If the new site is tapped and a
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5-D-3. Combat

Compare the result to the strike's prowess. This will be listed on
the creature card in the same place a character's prowess would
be.

Once a creature has been played on a company, there is combat
between the characters and the creature. Combat is divided up
into attacks, usually one attack per creature. Each attack is
divided up into strikes. For each attack, following these steps:

If the result is greater than the strike's prowess, then the strike
fails. If the body of the strike is "--" then strike is defeated. If the
body of the strike is a number, the defender rolls the dice for a
body check. If the body check is greater than the strike's body,
then the strike is defeated.

Combat - Step A

Either player may play events that affect the attack. if the attack
is cancelled at this time, discard the creature card. Note that after
Step A of Combat, no events may be played that change the
number of strikes the attack has, or that cancel the attack. Any
hazards played count toward the hazard limit. Once both players
are done playing events go to Step B of Combat.

If the result is equal to the strike's prowess, then the strike was
ineffectual. That means the strike was avoided, but not defeated.
If the result is lower than the strike's prowess, then the strike
was successful. immediately turn the character card upside down.
The character is wounded. The attacker rolls the dice for a body
check. If the character was wounded before Step 5 of the strike
sequence, add one to the roll. If the body check is greater than
the characters body, that character is eliminated.

If the creature says "Attacker chooses defending characters,"
then skip Step B of Combat.
If the creature says "Each character faces a strike," then skip
Steps B and C of Combat. Each character is considered to be
assigned one strike. Also, no cards played in Step A of Combat
will effect the number of strikes for the attack.

When a character is eliminated, they are removed from play.
That character may not be played again by either player. Since
they were eliminated in combat, they may automatically transfer
any items they bear to unwounded characters in the same
company. Each character may only receive one item in this
fashion. Any allies controlled by the character are discarded.

Combat - Step B

The defender (the player moving) may assign strikes to untapped
characters. Assign one strike to each untapped character, in
whatever order you choose. You may not assign two strikes to one
character, you may not assign strikes to a tapped character, and
you do not have to assign strikes to an untapped character if you
do not want to. Continue assigning strikes until either all strikes
are assigned, you run out of untapped characters, or you want to.
Any strikes you do not assign your opponent will get to assign.

Combat - Step E

Once each character assigned a strike has faced it, see if all of
the strikes were defeated. If they were, then the creature is placed
in the defender's marshalling point pile. The defender receives
the marshalling points listed in the top left comer of the creature
card. If that creature was unique, neither player may play it again.

Combat - Step C

If any of the strikes were cancelled, ineffectual, or successful
then the creature is discarded.

The attacker (the player who played the creature) may assign
any strikes that are not yet assigned to a character. You may
assign strikes to any character that does not yet have a strike,
even if that character is untapped. You may not assign two strikes
to one character.

The attack is now over. Continue with Step 4 of the
movement/hazard phase.

Step 4 - Movement/Hazard Phase

If all characters in the company have been assigned a strike, and
there are still strikes unassigned, remember how many strikes are
left. The extra strikes may be used as -I modifiers to the prowess
of characters in combat (see Strike Sequence - Step 3).

If the company moved to a new site this turn, then remove the
company's site of origin. If the site was tapped and a non-Haven
site, then discard the site. If the site was untapped or a Haven site,
then return the site to the location deck. At this point the
company is considered to have arrived at the new site. The new
site becomes its current site.

Combat - Step D

Each character who has been assigned a strike must resolve that
strike. The defender chooses the order in which strikes are
resolved. To resolve a strike, follow the Strike Sequence.

Step 5 - Movement/Hazard Phase

Both players must discard any cards in excess of eight in their
hand. If either player has fewer than eight cards, then they must
draw cards until they have eight cards in their hand. Remember
to repeat the movement/hazard phase for each company you
have, even if they are not moving to a new site.

5-D-3-a. Strike Sequence

Strike Sequence - Step 1

The attacker may play hazard cards that effect the strike. These
count against the hazard limit.

5-E. Site Phase

Strike Sequence - Step 2

The attacker may decide to use any or all of his remaining (if
any) -I prowess modifications due to unallocated strikes. These
are the extra strikes in excess of the company size left over from
Step C of Combat.

Once each of your companies has completed a
movement/hazard phase, then each company has a site phase. If
you have more than one company you decide the order in which
they resolve their site phases. if a company has nothing to do
during the site phase, skip it. Otherwise, the company must enter
the site.

Strike Sequence - Step 3

If the character is untapped, the defender decides whether or
not to tap the character. If an untapped character does not tap,
they get a -3 modification to their prowess for this strike.

Strike Sequence - Step 4

To enter a site, simply declare that your company is entering the
site. If the site has an automatic-attack listed on the site card,
then your company must face the attack. Treat this just like an
attack from a creature (section 5-D-3), except there is no creature
card and you receive no marshalling points.

Strike Sequence - Step 5

Once the automatic-attack has been faced you may play cards at
that site. You do not have to defeat the automatic-attack, just face
it. You must face the automatic-attack on the turn you want to
play a card, even if you faced in on a previous turn.

The defending player may play resource cards that effect the
strike. Only one card may be played that requires the use of a
skill.
The defending player rolls the dice and adds the prowess of the
character. If the character was tapped before Step 3 of the Strike
Sequence, then the character get a -I modification to their
prowess. If the character is wounded before Step 3 of the Strike
Sequence, then the character gets a -2 modification to their
prowess.

To play an item at the site, first make sure the item is playable
there. The site will tell you which types of items can be played
there. If the item is a special item, it will either tell you what site it
can be played at or be a ring item (see section 8-B). If the item is
playable, you may tap an untapped character and place the item
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7-B. The Free Council

with that character. Then tap the site. One other untapped
character in the party may tap to play a minor item.

Before the Free Council begins, each character in play must
make a corruption check (see section 8-A). Both players may play
resources to help their character's make the corruption checks.
Any cards discarded or eliminated due to failed corruption checks
do not count for marshalling points at the Free Council.

To play a faction at the site, check the faction card to make sure
it is playable at the site. If it is, tap an untapped character to make
an influence attempt. To make an influence attempt roll the dice.
Add any direct influence the character is not using to control
followers, including any special bonuses in the text box. Also add
any modifications from the faction card based on the character's
race. If the final result is greater than the number given on the
faction card (in the text box), then place the faction in your
marshalling point pile, gain a number of marshalling points equal
to the number in the top left corner of the card, and tap the site. If
the final result is less than or equal to the number given on the
faction card, discard the faction.

After the corruption checks are done, recount each player's
marshalling point total. Total all points from character, allies,
events and items in play; and all points from creatures, events,
factions, and items in the marshalling point pile. The player with
the most marshalling points wins the game. If both players have
the same number of marshalling points, then the game is a draw.

8. OTHER THINGS THAT MAY HAPPEN

To play an ally at the site, check the ally to make sure it is
playable at the site. If it is, tap an untapped character and place
the ally with that character. The ally must remain in the
character's company for the rest of the game. If the character is
discarded or eliminated, discard the ally. Allies are considered
characters only for combat and playing cards that require a skill.
Ignore the mind of an ally. Allies do not need to be controlled
with influence.

8-A. Corruption Checks
At many points during the game your characters will be required
to make corruption checks. To do so you must first total all of the
corruption points a character has. Corruption points can come
from events and items played on the character, and are listed in
the bottom right comer of each card.

5-F. End of Turn Phase

Once you total the corruption points, you roll the dice. The dice
roll may be modified, check the lower right comer of the
character card for any modifications. If the result is greater than
the number of corruption points on the character, then the
character has passed the check. If the result is equal to or one less
than the corruption point total, then the character and all items
he bears are discarded. If the result is two or more less than the
corruption point total, then the character is eliminated and all
items he bears are discarded.

First, you may discard one card. This is useful if you have eight or
less cards in your hand and have a card you do not want. You can
discard it and then draw another one in the second part of the
end of turn phase.
Second, if you have less than eight cards in your hand, you must
draw up to eight cards in your hand. If you have more than eight
cards in your hand you must discard until you only have eight
cards in your hand.

8-B. Playing Ring Special Items

Now the turn is over. Your opponent takes his turn, following the
same procedure. Continue alternating turns until the game ends.

Rings are an important part of Middle-earth. When Bilbo found
the One True Ring in The Hobbit, he did not know what it was
until it was tested in The Fellowship of the Ring. Likewise, in
METW you must first play a gold ring item and then test it before
playing any of the special ring items.

6. IF YOU RUN OUT OF CARDS
If at some point in the game you draw the last card in your deck,
that deck is considered exhausted. When this happens, take all of
the site cards out of your discard pile. Return these sites to the
location deck. Take all of the other cards in your discard pile and
shuffle them. These cards are now your play deck.

To play a gold ring item from your hand, go to a site that says
"Playable: Items (gold ring)." After facing the automatic-attack you
may play a gold ring item (see section 5-E).
To play a special ring item (a Dwarven Ring, Lesser Ring, Magic
Ring, or the One Ring) you must test a gold ring item you have
already played. Testing a gold ring requires a resource event or
Gandalf to test the ring. Play the resource test event, or tap
Gandalf, then roll the dice. The gold ring item will list on it which
special ring items may be played depending on what the result of
the die roll is. If you roll the right number you may play the special
ring item with the character who had the gold ring item. Whether
or not you were able to play a special ring item, the gold ring item
is discarded after the test.

7. FINISHING THE GAME
The game continues until the Free Council is called, a Wizard is
eliminated, or the One Ring is destroyed. At the Free Council
whoever has the most marshalling points wins the game. Usually
the Free Council is called by a player, and his opponent gets one
more turn to play cards.

7-A. Calling the Free Council

The first way to call the Free Council is to score 1 8 marshalling
points. (In a normal game you must score 20, but if you are only
playing with starters this is lowered to 1 8). At the end of any turn
in which a player has 1 8 or more marshalling point he may call
the Free Council. At the end of his opponent's next turn the Free
Council begins.

8-C. Unique & Cannot be Duplicated
If a card is unique, each player may only have 1 copy of that card
in their deck. (Except Wizards, you may have 2 of the same
Wizard in your deck.) If a character is unique, only one player may
have him in play. If he is eliminated then neither player may play
him the rest of the game. If a creature is unique and is defeated,
neither player may play that creature the rest of the game.

The second way to call the Free Council is to exhaust your play
deck. At the end of any turn after a players play deck has been
exhausted they may call the Free Council. At the end of his
opponent’s next turn the Free Council begins.

If a short-event says it cannot be duplicated, then only one copy
of that card may have an effect on play at any time. If a long-event
or permanent-event says it cannot be duplicated, then only one
copy of that card may be in play at my time.

The third way for the Free Council to be called is by the game. At
the end of any turn when both player's play decks have been
exhausted, the Free Council is called. The Free Council begins at
the end of that turn.
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9. TYPICAL SPECIAL ABILITIES
9-A. May keep 1 more card than normal in
your hand

1 1. PLAYER TURN SUMMARY

If you control a character with this special ability your hand size
is increased by one. Whenever you would discard down to eight
cards, discard down to nine instead. Whenever you would draw
up to eight cards, draw up to nine instead. Two characters with
this special ability are cumulative, so you may keep ten cards in
your hand. Note that some characters must be at a particular site
in order for this special ability to work.

• Untap all ofyour other tapped non-site cards.

Untap Phase

• Each ofyour characters may Untap or Heal (ifat a Haven).

Organization Phase

• You may take the following actions in any order:
•
•
•
•

9-B. -1 to all influence checks against
factions

Play one character (ifallowed) or your Wizard (ifavailable).
Reorganize your companies.
Transfer items between characters (corruption checks required).
Store items (corruption checks required).

• In addition, each of your companies may plan its movement by
playing a new site card face down on its present site card.

Whenever a character with this special ability taps to influence
any faction, they must subtract one from the die roll.

Long-event Phase

• Discard your resource long-events
• Your opponent discards their hazard long-events
• Play new resource long-event cards.

9-C. -X marshalling points when eliminated

Movement/Hazard Phase

Whenever a character with this special ability is eliminated
through corruption or combat, he is placed in the marshalling
point pile instead of the out of play pile. While in the marshalling
point pile the character gives negative marshalling points equal to
the number in the top left comer of the character card. That is,
the marshalling points from the character are subtracted from
your total instead of added to it.

• One at a time, each of your companies takes the following
actions:
• The company turns over its new site card (ifit has one); its current site
becomes its site oforigin.

• Ifthe company is moving to a non-Haven site, you may draw up to the #
ofcards indicated by the site that it is moving to (at least one card must
be drawn); your opponent does the same.
• Ifthe company is moving to a Haven site, you may draw up to the # of
cards indicated by the site that you are moving from (at least one card
must be drawn); your opponent does the same.
• Your opponent may play allowable hazard cards on the company; the
maximum number ofhazards that may be played on a company is
equal to the size ofthe company (to a minimum oftwo).
• Remove the site oforigin card and each player discards or draws so that
he has eight cards in his hand.

This may seem odd, but it represents that these characters are
vital to the cause of the Free Peoples. Having them die in your
care speaks poorly of your ability to lead the Free People against
Sauron.

9-D. +X prowess against ...
Whenever a character with this special ability is facing a strike of
the specified race, he adds X points to his prowess.

Site Phase

• One at a time, each of your companies may take the following
actions at its current, untapped site:

9-E. +X direct influence against the ...
faction

• The company decides to enter and explore the site.
• Ifthe site has an automatic-attack, it attacks the company.
• The company may attempt to play one item, ally, faction, or information

Whenever a character with this special ability taps to influence
the specified faction, they add X to the die roll. Some characters
specify a group of factions, like "elf factions." These characters get
the bonus against all factions of the specified race. The race of a
faction is listed between the text box and the picture.

resource card that is “playable” at that site. A character in the company
must tap to make this attempt.
• Ifthe card is successfully played, tap the site.

End-of-Turn Phase

• Each player may discard one card.
• Then each player must draw or discard so that his hand has eight cards.

9-F. +X direct influence against [race]
Characters with this special ability have extra direct influence
that is only useable to control followers of the specified race.

WHERE TO LEARN MORE

1 0. SITE SYMBOL KEY

• www.councilofelrond.org
• www.meccg.net
• gwaihir.net

CREDITS
• Ichabod Rewrites the Rules (Bob Mohney's Demo style - 1 996)
• Iron Crown Enterprises
• Tolkien Enterprises
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